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In a posthumous paper of Gauss the definition of the (nowadays called) Jacobi
symbol for biquadratic residues in Q(i) is based on a generalisation of the Gauss
lemma and at the same time extended to all denominators prime to the numerator.
We show what kind of characters result from an analogous extension of the Jacobi
symbol for n th power residues in any suitable number field.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gauss’s lemma, originally formulated in [5] for quadratic residues and
prime number moduli in Z, has been extended by Gauss [6] himself to
biquadratic residues in Z[i], by Eisenstein [4] to cubic residues in Z[*],
by Schering [15] to composite moduli for quadratic residues, by Kantz
[10] to composite moduli for biquadratic residues, ... . It was an obvious
idea to base the theory of the Jacobi symbol for n th power residues in a
suitable number field on such a generalization of the Gauss lemma. This
idea was carried out by Reichardt [13]. In fact, this method was already
used by Gauss in his study of biquadratic residues in Z[i], as appears from
the posthumous paper [7]. It is surprising that in [7] Gauss applied a
more extensive definition, which includes the case where 1+i divides the
denominator ; of the Jacobi symbol. But it seems that he has not leave
behind any notes on a further investigation of this case. The point of depar-
ture for the present paper was the question: Which charactersbesides the
Jacobi symbol for biquadratic residuesresult from the Gaussian defini-
tion?
Let us have a quick look at another line of the development. In [18],
Zolotareff interpreted the Legendre symbol ( ap) as the sign of the permuta-
tion of the p elements of ZpZ caused by residue class multiplication by a,
and he gave a proof of the quadratic reciprocity law on this ground. Lerch
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[11] extended these investigations to composite moduli. Later their results
were often rediscovered or renewed proved. For the recent time, we men-
tion [1, 14, 16]. The relationship between the lemma of Gauss and the
approach of Zolotareff is worked out in [2]. In our context it is important
to remark that in Zolotareff ’s approach even moduli are included in a
natural way.
Cartier [3] seemed to be the first who realized that the mechanism
underlying the Gauss lemma and its generalizations is a particular case
of the construction of the so-called ‘‘transfer’’ in the theory of groups.
Later the same was independently recognized by Leutbecher [12] and
Waterhouse [17]. Now this conceptual view leads us to a full understand-
ing of Gauss’s extension of the Jacobi symbol, and nothing prevents us
from investigating the problem in its whole generality, that is to say to
define and to examine the extended Jacobi symbol [ :b]n for an algebraic
number field K containing the n th roots of unity. Our strategy is obvious:
reduction of the exponent n resp. the denominator b to prime powers pk
resp. pb, where p lies above p (Theorem 1, Corollary 1), and determination
of the extended Jacobi symbol [ :pb]pk (Theorem 4, Corollary 2). It turns out
that for K=Q, the extended Jacobi symbol coincides with the Zolotareff
symbol; i.e.,
{ab=2 =(&1) (a&1)(b&2)4 for even b # Z.
2. DEFINITION OF THE EXTENDED JACOBI SYMBOL
Let n be a rational integer >1 and K be an algebraic number field con-
taining the group +n of n th roots of unity. Then for each prime divisor p
of n there exists an uniquely determined ideal ap in the ring o of integers
of K such that a p&1p = po.
In what follows, let b be an arbitrary ideal of o. The greatest common
divisors
b( p) :=b+ap , p | n
will play an important role.
Lemma 1. For any | # o the following two conditions are equivalent:
(a) ‘|| mod b for all ‘{1 in +n
(b) |0 mod bb( p) for all p | n.
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Proof. If |#0 mod bb( p) , then choose a primitive p th root of unity ‘ in
order to get (1&‘) o=ap and hence ‘|#| mod b.
To prove the converse, let ‘|#| mod b with ‘{1. If ord ‘ is a power
of p, then ap (1&‘) o and therefore |#0 mod bb( p) . If ord ‘ is not a prime
power, then 1&‘ is a unit, and it follows that |#0 mod b.
From the whole residue class ring ob now remove the null class and for
each p | n the remaining N(b( p))&1 residue classes mod b contained in the
null class mod bb( p) (cf. [7, Art. 13]). Let (ob)n denote the set of all the rest
N(b)&1&p | n (N(b( p))&1) residue classes. Then, by Lemma 1, (ob)n is
the greatest invariant subset of ob on which the action
(‘, | mod b)  ‘| mod b
of +n is fixed-point free. Choosing in each orbit in (ob)n one residue class
and therein some representative & # o, we get a 1n -system in the sense of the
following definition (cf. [7, Art. 14]).
Definition 1. A subset N of o will be called a 1n -system mod b, if the
elements
‘& (‘ # +n , & # N)
of +nN constitute a complete system of representatives for the residue
classes in (ob)n .
Notice that a subset N of o is a 1n -system mod b iff
1. *N(N(b)&1&p | n (N(b( p))&1))n.
2. For each | # o with |0 mod bb( p) , p | n, there exist ‘ # +n and
& # N such that |#‘& mod b.
The action of the reduced residue class group (ob)* on (ob)n ,
(: mod b, | mod b)  :| mod b,
of course commutes with the action of +n . Thus it is a matter of a par-
ticular case of the situation considered in [3, pp. 4951]. Setting for :
coprime to b and for & in N
:&#‘(:, &) &$ mod b (1)
with ‘(:, &) # +n and &$ # N, the product >& # N ‘(:, &) is independent of the
choice of the 1n-system N (cf. [7, Art. 14]).
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Definition 2. Let N be a 1n -system mod b and : # o be coprime to b.
The extended Jacobi symbol is defined by
{:b=={
:
b=n := ‘& # N ‘(:, &).
If b is coprime to n, then (ob)n=(ob)"[b] (and N(b)#1 mod n), so
that in this case [ :b] coincides with the Jacobi symbol (
:
b). On the other
hand, if (ob)n=<, then N=< is a 1n -system mod b and [
:
b]=1.
From [3] we obtain further
{:1 :2b =={
:1
b ={
:2
b = .
By multiplying the equations (1) for all & # N, we get
:(N(b)&1&p | n (N(b( p))&1))n ‘
& # N
&#{:b= ‘& # N & mod b. (2)
3. REDUCTION TO PRIME POWER EXPONENTS
Here we introduce the abbreviations np= pvp(n) and mp= nnp ( p | n). By
means of the direct decomposition +n=>p | n +np we shall show
Theorem 1. Let the rational integers lp , p | n, be chosen in such a way
that mp lp #1 mod np . Then
{:b=n = ‘p | n {
:
b=
lp
np \
:
>q{ p b
(q)+
&lp
np
.
Proof. For each prime divisor q of n there exists some #q # o such that
b+#q o=
b
b(q)
.
Let Mq be a 1mq -system mod b
(q). Since b(q) is coprime to mq , +mq Mq _ [0]
will be a complete residue system mod b(q) and therefore +mq Mq#q _ [0]
will be a complete system of representatives for the N(b(q)) residue classes
mod b contained in the null class mod bb(q) .
Now let N be a 1n -system mod b and p be a prime divisor of n. Set
mpq= nnp nq for any q{ p. By the above,
+mpN _ .
q{ p
+mpq Mq#q
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is a 1np-system mod b, represented as a union of disjoint sets. We shall use
this system to compute [ :b]np .
First, let & # N. Since N is a 1n -system, there exist ‘(:, &) # +n and &$ # N
fulfilling equation (1). With the decomposition
‘(:, &)= ‘
q | n
‘q(:, &) (‘q(:, &) # +nq) (3)
it follows that
:‘&#‘p(:, &) \ ‘q{ p ‘q(:, &) ‘&$+ mod b for all ‘ # +mp , (4)
where the product in parentheses lies in +mp N. From Definition 2,
‘
& # N
‘(:, &)={:b=n . (5)
Second, let q{ p. Since Mq is a 1mq-system mod b
(b), Npq :=+mpq Mq will be
a 1np -system mod b
(q). Setting for each | # Npq
:|#‘p(:, |) |$ mod b(q)
with ‘p(:, |) # +np and |$ # Npq , we get
:|#q #‘p(:, |) |$#q mod b (6)
and
‘
| # Npq
‘p(:, |)={ :b (q)=np =\
:
b(q)+np . (7)
By (4), (6), and (7), we obtain
{:b=np = ‘& # N ‘p(:, &)
mp ‘
q{ p \
:
b(q)+np . (8)
Using the multiplicativity of the Jacobi symbol in its denominator (it will
be coproved in Theorem 2), the second product on the right side of (8) can
be written as
\ :>q{ p b(q)+np .
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We now raise both sides of (8) to the lp th power. Then by (3) and (5),
it follows that
‘
p | n {
:
b=
lp
np
={:b=n ‘p | n \
:
>q{ p b
(q)+
lp
np
,
which completes the proof.
4. REDUCTION TO PRIME POWER DENOMINATORS
In this section let n be a power of the prime number p and [ :b]=[
:
b]n .
Our main result will be
Theorem 2. Let b1 , b2 be ideals of o such that b1 , b2 , p are relatively
prime. Then
{ :b1 b2=={
:
b1=
N(b2)
{ :b2=
N(b1)
.
Proof (see [13, p. 173f] and also [7, p. 321; 6, p. 117]). Setting b=
b1 b2 , we get
b( p)=b ( p)1 b
( p)
2 (9)
by the assumption. Now let
Ni be a 1n -system mod b i (i=1, 2),
R1 be a complete residue system mod b ( p)1 ,
R2 be a complete residue system mod b2 .
There exist #, $1 , $2 # o such that
b+#o=b1 (10)
b+$1o=
b1
b( p)1
(11)
b+$2o=
b
b ( p)1
, (12)
and we shall show that
N :=(N1+#R2) _ ($1N2+$2R1)
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is a 1n -system mod b. Observe first that by (9),
*N
N(b)&N(b( p))
n
.
Now let | # o with |0 mod bb( p) . If |0 mod
b1
b1
(p) , then there exist ‘ # +n
and &1 # N1 such that |#‘&1 mod b1 ; hence
|#‘(&1+#*2) mod b
for some *2 # R2 , by (10). It remains to consider the case |#0 mod b1b1(p)
.
Here, by (11) and (9), the congruence $1!#| mod b is solvable by some
!0 mod b2
b2
(p) . There exist ‘ # +n and &2 # N2 such that !#‘&2 mod b2 , and
it follows that |#‘$1&2 mod bb1(p)
. Hence
|#‘($1&2+$2*1) mod b
for some * # R1 , by (12).
Thus we can use N to compute [ :b]. Because
:&1 #‘(:, &1) &$1 mod b1
implies that for each *2 # R2 there exist some *$2 # R2 with
:(&1+#*2)#‘(:, &1)(&$1+#*$2) mod b
and similarly,
:&2 #‘(:, &2) &$2 mod b2
implies that for each *1 # R1 there exist some *$1 # R1 with
:($1&2+$2*1)#‘(:, &2)($1 &$2+$2*$1) mod b,
we get
{:b=={
:
b1=
N(b2)
{ :b2=
N(b1
(p))
.
Since N(b1)#N(b ( p)1 ) mod n, the theorem is proved.
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Corollary 1. Let b=bpcp=>p | p pbpcp , where p ranges over all prime
divisors of p in K and cp is coprime to p. Then
{:b==\
:
cp+
N(bp)
‘
p | p {
:
pbp=
N(bppbp)
,
and at most one of the factors on the right side unequals 1.
Setting k=vp(n), the proof is immediate from [ :pbp]=1, if bpp
k&1, and
pk&1k.
5. EXPLICIT DETERMINATION
It remains to compute [ :pb]=[
:
pb]n , where n= p
k (k1) is a power of
the prime number p and p is a prime ideal of K lying above p. Let e, f
denote the ramification index and the inertia degree of p with respect to
Q(+n).
If bepk&1, then ap pb and hence [ :pb]=1. We shall see that it suffices
to examine [ :pb1], where b1 :=ep
k&1+1. In what follows, let ? # p"p2 be a
fixed prime element for p and ‘ be a primitive n th root of unity.
Theorem 3. For each rational integer bb1 ,
{ :pb=={
:
pb1=
1+ pf + } } } + p f (b&b1)
.
Proof. Let
Ni be a 1n -system mod p
i (i=b1 , b),
R1 be a complete residue system mod p.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, it follows that
(Nb+?bR1) _ ?b&ep
k&1Nb1
is a 1n -system mod p
b+1. Using this 1n -system, we obtain the formula
{ :pb+1=={
:
pb=
N(p)
{ :pb1= ,
which by induction yields the theorem.
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Notice that (opb1)n coincides with the reduced residue class group
(opb1)*. Thus, from (2),
:,(pb1)n#{ :pb1= mod pb1 (13)
where
,(pb1)
n
= pefpk&1&k( p f&1).
According to Lemma 1, [ :pb1], as a n th root of unity, is uniquely deter-
mined by (13). This enables us to compute [ :pb1] on the ground of the
known structure of (opb1)* (see [8, Sect. 15]).
Passing over to the p-adic completion K of K, we have
(opb1)*$(o p b1)*$o *Ub1 $+p f &1 _U1 Ub1
where Ui=1+p i (i=1, b1). According to the ultrametric inequality
vp ((1+!) p&1)min(vp ( p } !), p } vp (!)), (14)
(see [8, Sect. 15.5, I]), the exponent of U1 Ub1 divides p
l and consequently
the exponent of (opb1)* divides pl( p f&1) for any l # Z with plb1 . An
easy calculation yields:
Lemma 2. Except for the cases
1. any p, k=1, e=1, f =1
2. p3, k=2, e=1, f =1
3. p=2, k=3, e=1, f =1
4. p=2, k2, e=2, f =1,
,(pb1)n is a multiple of the exponent of (opb1)*.
To treat the ‘‘exceptional cases,’’ we make use of a basis representation
of (opb1)*. Suppose first, e= f=1. In this case (where we can put
?=1&‘), we have from [8, Sect. 15.6, IVb:] and (14)
:#wa0‘a1 ‘
p |% i
1<i<pk&1
(1&?i)ai mod pb1, (15)
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where w # Z is a primitive root modulo p (to be omitted when p=2) and
the orders of w, ‘, 1&?i mod pb1 resp. are p&1, pk, pk& j, if p j&1<i<p j
(1 jk&1). Since
pk&1&kk&1 if p3
2k&1&kk&2,
it follows from (13) and (15) that
{ :pb1==‘a1,(pb1)n. (16)
The right side of (16) depends only on a1 mod p ( p3) and a1 mod 4
( p=2, k2) respectively. Since this congruence class is already deter-
mined by the basis representation :#wa0‘a&1 mod p2 and :#‘a1 mod p3
respectively, part (a) of the following theorem is proved.
Theorem 4. (a) Suppose that e= f=1. Then in the case
1: any p, k=1 (b1=2),
{ :p2==‘&a1 if :#wa0‘a1 mod p2
2a: p=2, k=2 (b1=3),
{ :p3==‘a1 if :#‘a1 mod p3
2b: p=3, k=2 (b1=4),
{ :p4==‘&3a1 if :#\‘a1 mod p2
3: p=2, k=3 (b1=5),
{ :p5==‘2a1 if :#‘a1 mod p3.
(b) In the case 4: p=2, k2, e=2, f =1,
\ :pb1+=(&1)a1 if :#(1&?)a1 mod p2.
(c) In all other cases, [ :pb1] is trivial.
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It remains to prove part (b). So let p=2, e=2, f =1. If k=1, then we
have b1=3,
,(pb1)
n =2 and the basis representation
:#(1&?)a1 mod p3 (a1 mod 4),
where (1&?)2#&1 mod p3. If k=2, then we have b1=5,
,(pb1)
n =4 and
the basis representation
:#(1&?)a1 (1&?3)a3 mod p5 (a1 mod 8, a3 mod 2),
where (1&?)4#&1 mod p5. In both cases, there results
:,(pb1)n#(&1)a1 mod pb1.
Since a1 mod 2 is already determined by the basis representation mod p2,
part (b) is proved.
According to the cases above, the conductor of [ }pb1] is given by p
b0 with
b0=2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 0 respectively; and [ :pb1]=1 iff : is an nth power residue
mod pb0.
Corollary 2. Let b>b1 . Then
{ :pb=={
:
pb1= ,
except for the cases 2a, 3: p=2, k=2 or 3, e= f=1, where
{ :pb=={
:
pb1=
&1
.
The characters thus determined are of importance in connection with
reciprocity laws. So for K=Q(+p) with p{2, [ :(1&‘)2]p : is primary in the
sense of [9, p. 206]. For K=Q(+4), the same applies to [ :(1+i)4]4 : (see [9,
p. 121]).
By Corollaries 1 and 2 and Theorem 4, our question about [ :;]4 raised
in the introduction can be answered at once. If b denotes the exponent of
1+i in the prime factorization of ;, then there results for
v b=1: the Jacobi symbol with denominator ;1+i for quadratic
residues
v b=2: the trivial character
v b=3: the biquadratic character mod (1+i)3 determined by i
mod (1+i)3 [ i
v b4: the conjugate character to the foregoing one.
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